To identify questions that can be answered using spreadsheet data

To explain what an item of data is in a spreadsheet

To explain how the data type determines how a spreadsheet can process the data

To outline that there are different software tools to work with data

To calculate data using a formula for each operation

To recognise that a cell's value automatically updates when the value in a linked cell is changed

To use existing cells within a formula

To use functions to create new data

To recognise cells can be linked

To explain why data should be organised in a spreadsheet

To choose suitable ways to present spreadsheet data

To evaluate results in comparison to the question asked

To outline that there are different software tools to work with data

To explain why data should be organised in a spreadsheet

To calculate data using a formula for each operation

To use existing cells within a formula

To use functions to create new data

To recognise cells can be linked

To evaluate results in comparison to the question asked

To choose suitable ways to present spreadsheet data
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